Iron is vital for living organism since it plays a role to allow protein’s biological activity in metabolic processes such as aerobic and anaerobic ATP biosynthesis.
One of the many organisms that requires iron to keep themselves alive are bacteria specifically bacteria that cause diseases also known as pathogenic bacteria.
The way pathogenic bacteria acquire iron is by a family of protein called NIS synthetases, the specific protein in the family being look at currently is DesD. The mechanism used by Pathogenic bacteria to acquire Iron and transport it back to the microorganism are call siderophores. NIS synthetases is plays a key role because one of its members of the family is present in many of the pathogenic bacteria so one model can be use for all. Current Pathogenic bacteria has become very resistance to antibiotics. This is concerning since eventually antibiotics will become useless leaving individuals vulnerable to common pathogenic bacteria. The goal of this research is currently trying to map the binding site to determine which critical contacts will be necessary to maintain a future drug design.

















A analyze of the unusual oligomerization that these structures poses was done and found that those with the thumb alpha helix was only present in the oligomerization .
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Figure 1. Monomer of IucA which computational data predicts but, current biochemical data suggest it is a tetramer with similar resemblance with chains from other family members of AcsD, AsbB, and AlcC
Figure 2. IucC tetramer, when split a dimer resemblance of AlcC and AsbB  is obtain
Figure 3. DesD dimer



Figure 4. It can be clearly seen how IucC helix nicely overlaps with DesD but the helix cuts off in the end unlike DesD helix which continues in its second helix going into its dimerization interface
Figure 5. chain B of IucC which in this helix it doesn't overlap at all with DesD and it is still missing its helix 1.

Figure 6. A complete model of IucA overlay with DesD demonstrated that its alpha thumb helix was short and completely off the helix of DesD. IucA helix 2 does not overlap at all, it only slightly graces the begining of the helix of DesD and then it cuts off. 
Figure 7 The poor modeling of IucC in which case it can be notice how many of the loops continue but tend to cut off at one point and start off at another. Studies done to figure out the structure of IucC is very difficult because the structure tends to shift its model depending on the conditions, they are in which can lead to different unwanted affects. There is an unsure of, if its loops can lead to a helix since some loops present continue as one single one or shortly becomes a helix. When comparing the missing loops of IucC to DesD, it continues them without breaking at all and they go into a helix at one point or another



NIS synthetases family members have similar structure model once overlay with each other. The slight change in the structure can make them an outliner such as IucA and IucC which also leads to a change in its oligomerization. Five of the eight family members have the same structure format. DesD has a well-made model to be used with what each member of its family lacks it contains. DesD can be used for the main mapping of antibiotic design against pathogenetic bacteria siderophores. Future work would focus on Glu445 and DesD active site and its bounding with ATP from over expressing and crystalizing of the structure 


Figure 8. DesD overview structure
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